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antarctic At or near the south pole.

anyhow In any way whatsoever.
I think they re asleep anyhow they re quiet.

approach A close approximation.
Winter is approaching.

boreal
Relating to or denoting the second climatic stage of the postglacial period
in northern Europe between the Preboreal and Atlantic stages about 9 000
to 7 500 years ago marked by a warm dry climate.
Northern boreal forest.

derogatory Showing a critical or disrespectful attitude.
Derogatory comments.

direction
Something that provides direction or advice as to a decision or course of
action.
Preston gave him directions to a restaurant not far from the studio.

disparaging Expressing the opinion that something is of little worth; derogatory.
Disparaging remarks about the new house.

eastern Of or characteristic of eastern regions of the United States.
Eastern cities.

europe The 2nd smallest continent (actually a vast peninsula of Eurasia); the
British use `Europe’ to refer to all of the continent except the British Isles.

flank A cut of meat from the flank of an animal.
A thick flank of beef.

guidance
Something that provides direction or advice as to a decision or course of
action.
A laser guidance system.

inimitable Defying imitation; matchless.
They took the charts by storm with their inimitable style.
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irrespective Not taking (something) into account; regardless of.
Child benefit is paid irrespective of income levels.

north In a northern direction.
The town is twenty five miles north of Newport.

northern Situated in or coming from regions of the north.
The northern hemisphere.

occident The countries of (originally) Europe and (now including) North America
and South America.

occidental A native or inhabitant of the West.
Modern occidental society.

orientation The relative position or direction of something.
Many judges give instructions to assist jury orientation.

oriented
Adjusted or located in relation to surroundings or circumstances;
sometimes used in combination.
Helping freshmen become oriented to college life.

pejorative Expressing contempt or disapproval.
Permissiveness is used almost universally as a pejorative term.

province
The whole of a country outside the capital, especially when regarded as
lacking in sophistication or culture.
It was his province to take care of himself.

south The direction corresponding to the southward cardinal compass point.
We moved south.

southbound Travelling or leading towards the south.
A southbound train.

southeast Situated in or oriented toward the southeast.
Southeasterly breezes.

southern Situated in or coming from regions of the south.
A southern exposure.

southward Toward the south.
Cool air from the ocean to the southward.

southwest
The southwestern region of the United States generally including New
Mexico Arizona Texas Nevada California and sometimes Utah and
Colorado.
The winds are southwesterly.

unidirectional Moving or operating in a single direction.
A unidirectional approach to a problem.
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west
Of or denoting the western part of a specified area city or country or its
inhabitants.
The west coast.

western A sandwich made from a western omelet.
The western world.


